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Right to Privacy 
               By: Shreya Shukla 
  

 

ABSTRACT 
 Privacy may be a basic right, essential to autonomy and therefore the protection of 

human Dignity , serving because the foundation upon which several alternative human rights 

areas are engineered. 

 

The rules that shield privacy offer the U.S. the flexibility to claim our rights within the face of 

great power imbalances. As a result ,privacy is a necessary method we tend to ask for to shield 

ourselves and society against impulsive and undue use of power ,by reducing what are often 

identified concerning U.S.A. and done to U.S.A. ,while protective U.S.A. from others United 

Nations agency may need to exert management. 

 

Technology has forever been intertwined with this right. For instance, our capabilities to shield 

privacy area units are bigger these days than ever before, nevertheless the capabilities that 

currently exist for police investigation area units while not precedent. 

 

Main objective of this article is To gift a time lined read on however the idea of the right to 

privacy evolved. To answer what will come back beneath the reach of the right of privacy and 

the World Health Organization may be commanded accountable for its infringement and what 

area unit the remedies out there to the person whose right to privacy has been profaned. 

 

As per current situation several queries arising relating to infringement of right to privacy by 

the govt whereas wanting over the social media handles of individuals for numerous reason 

additionally the problem of right to privacy arising owing to government stress on usage of 

Arogya Setu app to watch an individual and this Article can try and answer those question and 

gift a transparent read on the problem. 
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RIGHT TO PRIVACY means that ‘right to be let alone’, the right of someone to be 

free from any unwarranted interference. The terms privacy and Right to privacy can’t be simply 

conceptualized .To understand this additional fit has been taken in several ways.       

                                                     

The constitution of Republic of India encompasses Right to Privacy underneath article twenty 

one, which may be a requisite of right to life and private liberty . Stressing on the term 

‘privacy’, it's a dynamic thought that was required to be elucidated. The scope of Article twenty 

one is multi-dimensional underneath the Indian constitution. Law of torts ,criminal laws yet as 

property laws conjointly recognise right to privacy. Privacy are a few things that deals with 

individual privacy and conjointly that was required to be protected earlier before the passing 

of a landmark case i.e., K.S Puttaswamy v. Union Of Republic of India in 2017 because it was 

previously, not thought-about a basic right under the Indian Constitution. However , our Indian 

judiciary has, at present ,carved out a particular city district concerning privacy Associate in 

Nursing an issue of that right to privacy, it, is currently recognized as a basic right, which is 

intrinsic underneath Article twenty one. Each individual has sure confidential and surreptitious 

a part of their life ,which can’t be divulged at property right. This right to privacy has gained 

momentum throughout the planet and it's been recognized as a basic right to privacy. Right to 

privacy has cosmopolitan a protracted journey so as to realize the standing of basic rights in 

Indian constitution. The thought of privacy in its broad sweep covers a variety of prospects like 

non revelation of data, sexual affairs, business secrets and no observance by others. it should 

be the same that the privacy is antithesis of being public, if any non-public letter to 1‘s fiend 

area unit printed by anyone while not his specific or understood permission then his privacy 

would return to be desecrated equally if one’ neighbour peeps into his house from outside then 

it might conjointly represent violation of his right to privacy. Thus privacy may be a state of 

isolation and Separation from others . Privacy generally means that the correct to be in addition 

to. 

 

PROPOSED  CHAPTER-  
1. Indian aspects of Right to privacy - basic rights are unit basic rights inherent in 

individuals and such rights ought to be entrusted to each national of the country together with 

correct remedial mechanisms . Right to privacy has cosmopolitan a protracted journey for the 

acquiring of standing of basic right then elucidation of sure outstanding case laws is obligatory 
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for corroboratory discussion and for providing a transparent and unambiguous plan concerning 

right to privacy. 

 

2. Conflict between Right to info and Right to privacy - In the Republic of India 

Constitution doesn't expressly recognise the correct privacy. However once the case of  Kharak 

Singh v State of U.P the Supreme Court for the primary time recognised the correct to privacy 

that is inherent in the constitution underneath Article twenty one . The Court control that the 

correct to privacy is Associate in Nursing integral is a part of the correct to life ,but with none 

clear cut laws ,it still remains within the area . The read supported the conclusion that the 

infringement of a basic right should be each direct yet tangible that the liberty secure 

underneath article 19[1][a]- a right to freedom of speech and expression wasn't infringed upon 

by a watch being unbroken over the movement of the suspects. 

 

3. Right to privacy not Associate in Nursing absolute Right - the correct to privacy is 

a necessary part of rights to life envisaged by article twenty one. The Right but isn't absolute 

and will be lawfully restricted for the hindrance of crime ,disorder ,or protection of health or 

ethical ;or protection of rights and freedom of others .With the expansion of terrorist act and 

connected activities every country is attempting to try to to its best edge this trend. 

 

4.          Compelling staff to use 'Arogya Setu' app Violates  Right to privacy - A legal 

instrument petition has been filed within the judicature of Kerala difficult the directions issued 

by the Central Government to form the employment of 'Aarogya Setu' app obligatory for public 

and personal staff.  

 

CHAPTERS IN DETAIL 

1. Indian aspects of Right to privacy - basic rights are unit basic rights inherent in 

individuals and such rights ought to be entrusted to each national of the country together with 

correct remedial mechanisms . Right to privacy has cosmopolitan a protracted journey for the 

acquiring of standing of basic right then elucidation of sure outstanding case laws is obligatory 

for corroboratory discussion and for providing a transparent and unambiguous plan concerning 

right to privacy. 

 

Right to privacy was derived from "protection of life and private liberty" enshrined underneath 

article twenty one of the Indian constitution and therefore the discussion on case laws is 
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important for higher understanding of this utmost vital right within the gift state of affairs. 

within the case Kharak Singh v. State of Uttar Pradesh where the appellant was being harried 

by police under regulation 236(b) of the UP regulation, which allows for living 

accommodations, visits in the dead of night. The supreme court controlled that the regulation 

236 is unconstitutional and offending of article twenty one. The court ended by locution of 

article twenty one of the constitution to incorporate "right to privacy" as a region of right to 

"protection of life and private liberty". Justice Subba Rao equated personal liberty with privacy 

and he discovered that idea of liberty in article twenty one was comprehensive enough to 

incorporate privacy which a personality's house, wherever he lives together {with his |Along 

with his} family is his castle which is nothing additional harmful to a man's physical happiness 

and health than a calculated interference with his right to privacy. 

 

In the case of Govind v. State of Madhya Pradesh, the court discovered that living 

accommodations visits by the police ought to be reduced to the clearest cases of danger to the 

community security and not routine follow up at the top of a conviction or unharness from jail 

or at whim of a lawman. Indeed lawfulness apart, these rules ill-record with the essence of non-

public freedoms and therefore the state can act to revise these recent police rules verging 

dangerously close to unconstitutionality. 

 

In the case of State v. Charulata Joshi ,the Supreme Court controlled that the constitutional 

right to freedom of speech and expression presented by article 19(1)(a) of the constitution 

which has the liberty of press isn't an absolute right. The press should initially get the 

temperament of someone sought-after to be interviewed and no court will pass any order if the 

person to be interviewed expresses his temperament. 

 

In the case of R. Rajgopal v. State of T.N., ,Justice B.P. Jeevan Reddy discovered that the right 

to privacy is an inherent right to life and private liberty and it's a "right to be let alone". A 

national has right to safeguard the privacy of his own, his family, marriage, sex, motherhood, 

kid bearing and education among alternative matters. None will publish something regarding 

the on top of matters while not his consent whether or not truthful or otherwise or praiseful or 

essential and if he will thus, he is going to be violating the correct to privacy. 

 

The on top of mentioned rule is subject to Associate in Nursing exception, that any publication  

regarding the said aspects becomes unobjectionable if such publication is predicated upon the 
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general public records. This is often for the rationale that after a matter becomes a matter of a 

public record, the correct to privacy now not subsists and it becomes a legitimate subject for 

the comment by press and media among others. 

 

In People's Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of Republic of India ,The court control the 

telephone tapping by the govt underneath telegraph act amounts to violation of article twenty 

one and once the mentioned facts in a very given case attracts the aspect of privacy, article 

twenty one are often invoked since privacy may be a a part of right to life and private liberty 

and this right are often empty solely by the procedure established by law. 

 

Right to privacy isn't mentioned within the Indian constitution however the roots of the privacy 

are often copied underneath article twenty one and telecommunication speech may be a a part 

of counselling and sound such non-public communications may be a dispute of right to privacy 

and this right are often moved out solely by the procedure established by law. 

 

Right to privacy may be a broader thought and it consists of many dimensions of right to life 

and private liberties, one more dimension was additional in right to privacy within the case of 

adult male. X v. Hospital Z, where the appellant's blood was to transfused to a different 

however he was tested HIV(+) at the respondent's hospital and on the account of such info, 

appellant's wedding was referred to as off and what is more he was severally castigated within 

the society. The appellant approached the Supreme Court and contended that the principle of 

"duty of care" includes the duty to take care of the counselling between the patient and therefore 

the doctor and such duty of care had correlative right unconditional within the patient and 

whatever counselling involves the data of the doctor, won't be divulged at property right. The 

appellant additional his competition by locution that respondent has desecrated the duty of care 

yet as right to privacy of the appellant, thus vulnerable to pay damages. 

 

The supreme court rejected the competition of appellant and controlled that right of privacy 

could arise out of a specific relationship, which can be married, business and political yet. 

Doctor-patient relationship, although essentially business nevertheless a matter of confidence 

and so doctors are a unit morally and ethically accountable to take care of the confidentiality 

of such an existing relationship. In such scenarios, revelation of counselling can lead to 

invasion of privacy rights which can generally clash with another person's right to be told. This 
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right but isn't absolute and will be lawfully restricted for the hindrance of crime, disorder, 

health, morals and rights of others. 

 

The supreme court has detailed the construct of privacy within the case of Ram Jethmalani v. 

Union of Republic of India ,wherein it had been commanded that " Right to privacy is an 

integral part of right to life. This can be a cherished constitutional worth, associated it's vital 

that persons ought to be allowed domains of freedom that are freed from public scrutiny unless 

they act in an unlawful manner. the answer for the matter of cancellation of 1 zone of 

constitutional values cannot be the creation of another zone of cancellation of constitutional 

values, the notion of elementary rights, like a right to privacy could be a part of right to life, 

isn't simply that the state is enjoined from derogating kind them against the actions of others 

within the society, even within the context of exercise of elementary rights by those others." 

 

Right to privacy took a totally different flip throughout the "Aadhaar case" and therefore the 

question was raised concerning the elementary standing of right to privacy in Indian 

constitution. during this case , a theme propounded by the govt of Republic of India popularly 

referred to as "Aadhaar Card Scheme" and below this theme government was accumulating the 

private info connected with biometric and demographic information and such wind was getting 

ready to be used for numerous helpful functions provided by the govt. 

 

This theme was challenged through a bunch of petitions and it had been contended that 

assortment of personal info of people, could be a violation of right to privacy since the 

government had all personal info of each national of this country and there was a suspicion 

concerning misuse of such covert info by the govt. This case earned huge attention due to 

raising the many questions concerning the elemental standing of right to privacy. 

 

The nine-judge bench of the Supreme Court has unanimously delivered its judgment in Justice 

K.S. Puttaswamy (Retd.) v. Union of Republic of India holding that privacy could be a 

constitutionally protected right that not solely emerges from the guarantee of life and private 

liberty in Article twenty one of the constitution, however additionally arises in varied contexts 

from the opposite aspects of freedom and dignity recognized and secured by the elemental 

rights contained partly III of the Indian constitution. 
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Judgment is complete by mentioning that "Privacy includes at its core the preservation of non-

public intimacies, the quality of family life, marriage, sex, the house and sexual orientation 

.Privacy additionally connotes a right to be left alone. Privacy safeguards individual autonomy 

and acknowledges the flexibility of the individual to manage very important aspects of his or 

her life. Personal selections governing some way of life are intrinsic to privacy. Privacy 

protects heterogeneousness and acknowledges the plurality and variety of our culture. whereas 

the legitimate expectation of privacy could vary from the intimate zone to the non-public zone 

and from the non-public to the general public arenas, it's vital to underscore that privacy isn't 

lost or given simply as a result of the individual being in a public place. Privacy attaches to the 

person since it's a vital aspect of the dignity of the individual." 

 

2.         Conflict between Right to Information and Right to Privacy - In the Republic of 

India Constitution doesn't expressly recognise the correct privacy. However once the case of  

Kharak Singh v State of U.P, the Supreme Court for the primary time recognised the correct 

to privacy that is inherent in the constitution below Article twenty one . The Court command 

that the correct to privacy is associate integral a part of the correct to life ,but with none clear 

cut laws ,it still remains within the grey area . The read was supported the conclusion that the 

infringement of a elementary right should be each direct likewise as tangible that the liberty 

secured below article 19[1][a]- a right to freedom of speech and expression wasn't infringed 

upon by a watch being unbroken over the movement of the suspects. 

 

In R. Rajagopal v. State of T.N., the apex Court command that the correct to privacy could be 

a ‘right to let alone’. nobody will publish something regarding the on top of matters while not 

his consent, whether or not truthful or otherwise whether or not praiseful or essential. If he will 

thus, he would be violating the correct to privacy of the person involved and would be liable 

within the action of damages. 

 

In Mr. X v. Hospital Z, it had been command that wherever there's a clash of 2 elementary 

rights, as within the instant case, namely, the appellant’s right to privacy as a district of right 

to life and different person’s right to guide a healthy life that is her elementary right u/a twenty 

one, the correct which might advance the general public morality or public interest, would 

alone be implemented through the method of Court, for the rationale that ethical thought can 

not be unbroken treed and judges aren't expected to take a seat as mute structures of clay as in 
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Hail, referred to as room however have to be compelled to be sensitive, “in the sense that they 

have to keep their fingers firmly upon the heartbeat of the accepted morality of the day”. 

 

Voicing concern over bothersome use of RTI Act, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh the same 

citizens' grasp ought to undoubtedly be circumscribed if it encroaches on the associate 

individual’s privacy. He said “there could be a fine balance needed to be maintained between 

the right to info and therefore the right to privacy, that stems out of the elemental right of life 

and liberty. The citizen’s right to grasp ought to undoubtedly be circumscribed if the speech 

act of data encroaches upon someone’s personal privacy. however wherever to draw a line 

could be a sophisticated question.” 

 

Recently in one in every of the foremost debatable case rattan Tata visited Supreme Court 

against the publication of intercepts of his spoken communication with Neera Radia United 

Nations agency handles the company communication for the cluster. Tata holds that as Radia’s 

phones were broached by government agencies particularly for investigation of a potential 

offence the recorded conversations ought to be used for that purpose alone. Ratan Tata has 

submitted his petition before the Supreme Court asking to guard his right to privacy. However, 

on condition that freedom of data laws have at their core the aim of speech act, exemptions are 

strictly construed, and it's been the same that the general public right to grasp ought to prevail 

unless speech act would publicise intimate details of an extremely personal nature. The Radia 

tapes thus far printed public problems, however not personal lifetime of Tata. These 

conversations would be accessible to each national below the RTI Act as a result of the sole 

objection that one may raise would air the bottom of 8(j) of RTI Act that says-information that 

relates to non-public info, the speech act of that has no relationship to any public activity on 

interest. It additionally says “or which might cause unwarranted invasion of the privacy of the 

individual unless the general public authority is happy, unless {the info| the knowledge |the 

data} officer is happy that the larger public interest justifies the speech act of such associate 

information.” 

 

In that case a preliminary question that ought to be asked is whether or not Tata’s conversations 

would be disclosed through associate RTI, or whether or not his conversations would represent 

the exemption of non-public info found in section 8(j). it's attention-grabbing to notice the 

structure of this exemption. By the employment of word “or” the legislation suggests that 

unwarranted invasion of individual privacy could trigger the exemption, notwithstanding the 
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data includes a relationship to public activity or interest. however the additional caveat says 

that the larger public interest may justify the discharge of even strictly non-public info. 

 

By the employment of the word “or” the legislation suggests that unwarranted invasion of 

individual privacy could trigger the exemption, notwithstanding the data includes a relationship 

to public activity or interest. however the additional caveat says that the larger public interest 

may justify the discharge of even strictly non-public info. Additionally, what constitutes 

“personal” info has not been outlined within the legislation. 

 

However, consistent with knowledgeable judgment, the Supreme Court of Republic of India is 

well among its rights to permit speech act of spoken communication details between Ratan 

Tata and Nira Radia and different person’s right to guide a healthy life that is her elementary 

right u/a twenty one, the correct which might advance the general public morality or public 

interest, would alone be implemented through the method of Court, for the rationale that ethical 

thought cannot be unbroken treed and judges aren't expected to take a seat as mute structures 

of clay as in Hail, referred to as room however have to be compelled to be sensitive, “in the 

sense that they have to keep their fingers firmly upon the heartbeat of the accepted morality of 

the day”. 

3.          Right to privacy not an absolute Right - The correct to privacy is a necessary part of 

rights to life envisaged by article twenty one. The Right but isn't absolute and will be lawfully 

restricted for the bar of crime, disorder, or protection of health or ethical; or protection of rights 

and freedom of others. With the expansion of coercion and connected activities every country 

is attempting to try to its best curb this trend. Today there are cases wherever in organisations 

;all the e mails of the workers are monitored. It is an absolute abuse of Right to privacy, further 

to recently all the cellular phone firms activated the pursuit system whereby where the cellular 

phone firms activated the pursuit system wherein where the cellular phone user goes his 

itinerant shows the name of space. This create one feel as if he's being half-track or shadowy. 

It is a work case of unreasonable restriction on the liberty of movement. The Indian government 

is presently considering the thought of enacting an in depth law on information protection 

below the initiative of the ministry of communication and data Technology. 

 

A detailed enactment in respect of the correct to privacy is that the want of the hour. Otherwise 

each Indian subject are going to be sort of a captive in his own grounds. In Govind v. State of 

Madhya Pradesh, it was commanded "Assuming that basic the elemental the basic right 
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expressly sure to a subject has shadow zones which the correct to privacy is itself a fundamental 

right, and it should be subject to restriction on the idea of compelling public interests. “The 

code discovered that" if there's a conflict between elementary rights of 2 parties, that right that 

advances public morality would prevail.  

 

The Right to privacy in any event can essentially need to undergo a method of case by case 

development. Therefore, even assumptive that the correct to non-public liberty, the Right to 

personal liberty that is move freely throughout the territory of India and also the freedom of 

speech produce AN freelance right of privacy, it is AN emanation from them that one will 

characterise as a elementary right however the correct isn't AN absolute. 

 

Concluding, the norms of privacy ought to be determined and measured to a standard as a result 

of a right while not description may be a right while not protection. It's going to be hoped that 

once AN applicable the Apex court, it'd create an overall review and rethink the prevailing 

position concerning the correct to privacy. 

 

4.        Compelling workers to use 'Arogya Setu' app violates Right to Privacy - A 

instrument petition has been filed within the supreme court of Kerala challenging the directions 

issued by the Central Government to form the utilization of 'Aarogya Setu' app necessary for 

public and personal workers. 

 

The petition filed by John Daniel, General Secretary of Thrissur District Congress Committee, 

contends that such directions violate the correct to privacy and private autonomy. 

 

On Gregorian calendar month twenty nine, the Centre had directed that "All the officers, 

employees (including outsourced staff) operating in Central Government ought to transfer 

'Aarogya setu' App on their mobile phones, at once." 

 

Further, the imprisonment tips issued by the Ministry of Home Affairs on May Day explicitly  

"Use of Arogya Setu app shall be created necessary for all workers, each personal and public. 

It shall be the responsibility of the pinnacle of the individual Organisations to confirm 100 

percent of this app among all employees". 
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These directions are challenged within the instrument petition as offending of right to privacy 

and private autonomy, as explained by the SC within the K S Puttaswamy call. 

 

"Clause fifteen of the National Directives in Exhibit P2 Order mandating the utilization of the 

applying, Arogya Setu takes away the correct of someone to come to a decision and 

management the utilization of data touching on him. he's forced to administer away information 

to a system that he might or might not approve of, thereby offensive his right of informational 

autonomy. Autonomy bonded by the Constitution of India additionally grants a personal 

freedom to not participate in activities he doesn't approve of", states the petition filed through 

Advocates Sriram Parakkat, K S Sripathi and Anupama Subramanian. 

 

The petition additionally refers to the recent interim order gone along the supreme court within 

the "Sprinklr" case, wherever the importance of information of knowledge of  privacy and data 

security was highlighted by the Court. 

 

The petitioner states that the utilization of penal law to enforce use of the app is unfair and 

unconstitutional. 

 

“Section fifty eight of the Disaster Management Act 2005 imposes penal action upon 

employers of enterprises if their workers don't befits the directive of usage of Arogya Setu. this 

{can be} arbitrary  to the extent that no penal action can be obligatory to anyone having no 

provision. AN leader World Health Organization has solely a piece relationship with AN 

worker cannot compel the worker to put in a mobile application and use it diligently and to 

supply his personal info to the domain", the plea reads. 

 

While the petition seeks to quash the directions as unconstitutional, as AN interim live, the 

petitioner seeks to restraint the authorities from resorting to powerful action for implementing 

the necessary use of app. 

 

______________________ 
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